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Outline

Basic theory of elasticity

How to calculate stress in exciting

How to calculate elastic constants?

ElaStic@exciting



What is Elasticity?

Description of distorsions of rigid bodies and
of the energy, forces, and fluctuations arising
from these distorsions.

Describes mechanics of extended bodies from
the macroscopic to the microscopic.

Generalizes simple mechanical concepts:

Force => Stress

Displacement => Strain



Strain: State of Deformation

• Equilibrium:
Zero strain
Zero forces
Zero stress
Zero displacements

Uniaxial strainShear strain



Homogeneous Strain

unstrained position

strained position

Deformation matrix

Physical strain matrix



Voigt Notation

Voigt indices:

Representative vector:



Examples of Strain (2-dim)

Expansion, compression:

Uniaxial strain:

Shear strain:



Strain Definitions

Physical strain:

Lagrangian strain:
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Expansion in terms of Lagrangian strain:

(Third + further)-orders  in 
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NONLINEARITY



Elastic Energy

Expansion in terms of Lagrangian strain:

Energy of the reference (equilibrium) system

Volume of the reference (equilibrium) system

Elastic constants of order ( TENSORS!!) 



Elastic Constants

Definition as derivatives of the elastic energy:

second order 
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Definition as derivatives of the elastic energy:

second order 

third order 



Stress

Physical Stress:
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Stress vs. Strain

Using the definition of Lagrangian Stress and the
expansion of the Elastic Energy in terms of Lagrangian
strains:
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Using the definition of Lagrangian Stress and the
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Physical stress:

Stress contributions:

Implementation: Work in progress!
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Elastic Constants Calculations

Select deformation 
type: E=E(η)

Elastic constants are 
derivatives of E(η) 
taken at η=0



Numerical Calculations

Fitting a polynomial 
to the calculated 
points

Error sources! 
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Numerical errors in 
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Error Sources

Numerical errors in 
fitting procedure:    
# of points
Points step
Points range
Polynomial order

Biased set of 
calculated points

range

step



Exact Fit of a Polynomial

Effect of numerical 
noise related to the 
accuracy of ab-initio 
values

2nd order derivative 
for different order 
of polynomial fitideal: no noise



Simulation of a “real” case

+ noise
Appropriate choice 
of parameters is 
crucial for proper 
numerical derivation



ElaStic@exciting

Elastic is a tool for calculating the 
full elastic tensors (elastic constants) of 
crystal systems for any crystal structure

Author: Rostam Golesorkhtabar

See tutorial: 

ElaStic@exciting: Elastic-constants calculations



The Last Slide: Example of Strain

Thank you for the attention!



The Last Slide: Example of Strain

... and let‘s  start with the exercises!


